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The warmest of welcomes to the latest Elgin & Hall fireplace collection.  
Our designs have been continually evolving over 50 years to harmonise with an 
ever wider range of home interiors and lifestyles – whilst always adhering to our 
founding principles of elegance and simplicity. 

This timeless quality means your chosen fireplace will always be comfortably 
in agreement with your tastes in furnishing and décor – even if the balance 
between traditional and contemporary changes over time. That’s important, 
because a fireplace crafted by Elgin and Hall is an enduring asset.

An Elgin & Hall fireplace could easily be the most rewarding addition you make 
to your home and its value. Enjoy discovering what appeals to you from the 
following pages, and finalise your choice with the expert help of your Elgin & Hall 
appointed retailer. Once an Elgin & Hall creation has taken pride of place in your 
living room, we promise you – the impact is transformative.

www.elginandhall.co.uk

Elgin & Hall are British through and through. This heritage is more than a 
matter of pride for us. It results in real advantages for you. Every aspect is 
under our control - research, design, production, service and delivery – so 
we can continually improve quality, reliability and value for money.

Since the foundation of our parent company in 1963, we have successfully 
continued to grow from our base in the North of England. Everything you 
see and feel about an Elgin & Hall fireplace is created here. 

The gas and electric fires are engineered, produced and tested for peak 
performance and reliability. The surrounds are designed to keep pace 
with changing trends in lifestyle. They include features which only we 
can produce thanks to our investment in the latest CNC machinery. 

At the same time, we depend on our craft 
skills to hand finish and polish each 
marble or timber piece to perfection. 
It is this balance of innovation and 
heritage that makes your Elgin & Hall 
fireplace uniquely special.

British Manufacturing
the best of
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for a fireplace that is anything but ordinary...

...welcome to Elgin & Hall

Marble Fireplaces page 4 - 23 Electric Fireplaces page 24 - 43 Electric & Gas Inset Fires page 44 - 49

No one knows better than marble specialists  
Elgin & Hall how to fashion this timeless material 
into a shape that suits your tastes – from classic to 
contemporary. Each fireplace is composed of the 
surround, the hearth and the back panel.  
Take your choice, then select a gas or electric fire to 
match from our collection on pages 44 to 49 

Superlative in looks, super convenient to fit, run 
and live with, our elegant electric fireplaces come 
complete with realistic fire and surround - all in one, 
ready to fit flat against any wall, no chimney breast or 
flue required. It couldn’t be simpler or more stylish to 
transform your room and your lifestyle in an instant.

Once you’ve taken your pick from our Marble 
Fireplaces collection, give it a glowing heart from our 
stunning choice of gas fires with real dancing flames. 
Or you can go electric with instant glowing effect 
and the option to fit the fireplace and fire ensemble 
flat against a wall with no flue required.
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Marble

Name the classic material associated with fireplaces. It’s marble, naturally.  
Ours comes from time-honoured sources in Italy, Spain and Portugal.  
Small pieces of real marble are finely crushed and reconstituted to give the 
authentic finish we call micro marble without any natural imperfections. 

This durable material has a beautifully variegated surface which you can only 
fully appreciate first hand – looking, feeling, admiring.

The craftsmanship we devote to producing fireplaces in our UK workshops is 
matched by innovation. Our latest fireplaces in micro marble have clever touches 
and refinements that our in-house technology pioneered. Another reason why 
your choice of an Elgin & Hall fireplace is anything but ordinary.

MARBLE COLLECTION CONTENTS

THE MARVEL OF MICRO MARBLE

For technical details and finish options - see page 50 - 51

a true statement 
of style...

Vitalia 6 - 7 
Eternia 8 - 9
Odella 10 
Harriet 11
Aurelia 12 - 13

Elissa 14
Felicia 15
Roesia 16
Milena 17 
Siena 18 

Susannah 19
Sophia 20
Rosalina 21
Verdena 22
Viena 23
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Imagine brushing your hand across the surround 
and suddenly your fireplace is bathed in light.

You’ve just triggered the sensor that turns on the 
Smartsense lighting concealed in the top recess. 
This aesthetically pleasing yet energy efficient 
feature is an option on many models across  
the range.

You’re looking for the perfect fire surround to 
match your style and create an impeccable 
centrepiece. Our marble surrounds are finished in a 
range of colours; choose from Manila, White,  
Pearl Stone, Italica and our new Grey to add that 
touch of elegance to your home.

It’s the attention to detail that makes Elgin & Hall anything but ordinary. We offer you a 
great selection of hearth options to make your surround even more special. Choose from 
Standard Lipped, Five-Sided, Bullnose or Bevelled. If you want to cover an existing carpet 
cut-out, Elgin & Hall also provides a ‘made to measure’ service on Standard Lipped and 
Bullnose Hearths - ask your retailer for details.

SMARTSENSE  
UNDER-MANTEL LIGHTING COLOUR CHOICES

THE FULL SPLENDOUR OF A
MARBLE FIREPLACE ON A FLAT WALL

For full hearth 
options available 

- see page 50

STANDARD LIPPED FIVE-SIDED

HEARTH OPTIONS AND MADE TO MEASURE SERVICE

You love the elegant fireplaces from the Elgin & Hall 
Marble Collection, but you don’t have a chimney 
breast or flue to fit the fire into. That’s no longer 
a problem. As you browse through the following 
pages, just look for the FIT FLAT TO WALL symbol. 

It means the fireplace has the ability to 
accommodate any electric inset fire and be fitted 
against any wall in any room. 

•	 No	need	for	a	chimney	breast	or	fire	opening

•	 Fit	the	fireplace	on	any	flat	wall	

•	 No	need	to	create	a	hole	in	your	wall	to	
accommodate a fire

The marble fireplace of your choice with the electric 
fire of your choice against any wall you choose. 
Only from Elgin & Hall

BULLNOSE BEVELLED

    
 M

ADE TO MEASURE

       HEARTH SIZES

FLAT TO WALL
FIT OPTION
NO CHIMNEY REQUIRED

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

ITALICA GREYPEARL STONE

MANILA WHITE

Please note: colour options will vary for each surround.
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Vitalia
The grand presence of this stunning micro marble surround is unrivalled.  
With its fine detailing and stepped design the Vitalia is an uncompromising and 
stylish feature for any interior. Shown opposite with the Chollerton widescreen 
inset gas fire it’s equally at home with our Ember electric fire below. 

52” Grey micro marble with an Ember Chrome electric fire

22” cutout back panel available  
for Chollerton gas fire

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
52” Manila, White or Grey Standard Lipped, Five Sided or Bullnose

NEW
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52” White micro marble with a Chollerton Chrome widescreen gas fire

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G
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54” Manila micro marble inglenook with a Broseley Hereford 5 gas stove
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Eternia
The tall and elegant looks of this finely detailed new surround in eternal marble 
radiate a distinctly classic feel – a counterpoint to the essentially homely feel of 
the inglenook fireplace. With a 5kW gas or electric stove at its centre, you can 
relish room-filling heat and illumination the instant you return home. You can 
also opt for the Eternia with a matching back panel and hearth for a 2kW fire.

54” White micro marble with an Utopia gas fire with Cast Stove trim

The Eternia is available as an inglenook with a front and rear hearth  
or as a surround with a matching back panel and hearth.  
- please specify when ordering.

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
54” Manila or White Standard Lipped

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

NEW
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Odella
There’s something timelessly comforting about an 
inglenook fireplace complete with cast iron stove 
radiating heat. With no back panel it opens up a 
view of the brickwork fire space with the stove as 
the centrepiece. 

54” Grey micro marble with an Invictor balanced flue gas fire with Exclusive Chrome trim

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
54” Manila, White or Grey Standard Lipped

54” White micro marble inglenook with a Broseley 
Canterbury electric stove

The Odella is available as an inglenook with a front and rear hearth  
or as a surround with a matching back panel and hearth.  
- please specify when ordering.

NEW
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Harriet
What makes a masterpiece: the forward standing 
arched brow and pillars, the pretty step up from the 
bullnose hearth, the double contoured mantel top...
or simply the whole harmonious combination?

52” Italica micro marble with an Utopia gas fire with Exclusive Brass trim

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

52”
Manila, Italica, Pearl Stone  

or White
Standard Lipped, Five Sided  

or Bullnose
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FLAT TO WALL
FIT OPTION
NO CHIMNEY REQUIRED

Aurelia
There’s something sublime about the Tudor Arch that’s right for any 
era or room style. But what gives this new addition the extra magic is 
the way its edges have a soft inward curve. This intriguing effect is an 
Elgin & Hall innovation.

48” Manila micro marble with a Be Modern Athena Chrome electric fire

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

48” & 52” Manila, Italica, Pearl Stone or White Standard Lipped, Five Sided or Bullnose

52” model: 22” cutout back panel available  
for the Chollerton gas fire
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52” Pearl Stone micro marble with a Catalina gas fire with Devotion Black / Brass trim

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G
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Elissa
Here is simplicity with a curvaceous appeal.  
The delicately arching frame turns inwards on all 
sides to a full 90 degrees to endow Elissa with a 
subtle line unique to Elgin & Hall.

50” Manila micro marble with an Utopia gas fire with Devotion Black / Nickel trim

50” Pearl Stone micro marble with an 
Ember Black / Chrome electric fire 

FLAT TO WALL
FIT OPTION
NO CHIMNEY REQUIRED

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

50”
Manila, Italica, Pearl Stone  

or White
Standard Lipped, Five Sided  

or Bullnose

22” cutout back panel available for the Chollerton gas fire
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Felicia
This broad surround with soft curved 
double profiled arch will suit any style of 
room – from traditional to contemporary. 

Shown in Manila micro marble with an 
Utopia gas fire in Black / Chrome finish 
with a Devotion trim.

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

50” Manila micro marble with an Utopia gas fire with Devotion Black / Chrome trim

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
50” Manila or White Standard Lipped, Five Sided or Bullnose
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Roesia
The simple geometry of this modern design is 
softened by the curved edging under the mantel 
and around the inner sides of the surround.

50” Pearl Stone micro marble with a Chollerton Chrome gas fire

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

44” & 50” Manila, Italica, Pearl Stone or White Standard Lipped, Five Sided or Bullnose

FLAT TO WALL
FIT OPTION
NO CHIMNEY REQUIRED

The Roesia also has a deep rebate 
version allowing an electric fire to 
be fitted against a flat wall.

50” Model: 22” cutout back panel available 
for Chollerton gas fire
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Roesia Electric

This striking Roesia design is available  

as an Electric Fireplace.  

Turn to page 43 for more information.

page 
43



Milena
The elegant, timeless design with 
double profile detail makes this 
Manila micro marble surround every 
inch the favourite. Shown here with 
a Radion gas fire in Brass finish with 
Exclusive trim.

50” Manila micro marble with a Radion gas fire with Exclusive Brass trim

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
50” Manila or White Standard Lipped, Five Sided or Bullnose
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AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

52” Pearl Stone micro marble with a Cobalt gas fire with Exclusive Chrome trim

Siena
The classic quality of micro marble is perfectly 
expressed in this Renaissance design. It’s apparent 
simplicity is discreetly offset by the fine fluting that 
defines the surround where it steps inwards in a 
concave curve. 

FLAT TO WALL
FIT OPTION
NO CHIMNEY REQUIRED

52” Manila micro marble with a Be Modern 
Athena Black Chrome Duo electric fire

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

48” & 52”
Manila, Italica, Pearl Stone  

or White
Standard Lipped, Five Sided  

or Bullnose

52” Model: 22” cutout back panel available for Chollerton gas fire
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Susannah
With bold lines this beautiful surround exudes 
confidence. It’s easy to admire the accentuated 
detailing and under-mantel lighting. The Ignite inset 
electric stove completes the impact.

50” Manila micro marble with an Ignite inset electric stove

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
50” Manila or White Standard Lipped, Five Sided or Bullnose

22” cutout back panel available  
for Chollerton gas fire
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Susannah Electric

This delightful Susannah design is available 

as an Electric Fireplace.  

Turn to page 38 for more information.

page 
38



Sophia
Give your room the ripple effect in the shape of this 
Elgin & Hall original. We defy you not to fall for the 
wave at the centre of the arch. We defy anyone to 
emulate that soft gentle edge that frames the fire. 
As well as inducing utter relaxation, curvy Sophia is 
bound to stimulate admiration.

50” White micro marble with a Radion gas fire with Devotion Black / Nickel trim

FLAT TO WALL
FIT OPTION
NO CHIMNEY REQUIRED

50” White micro marble with a 
Be Modern Athena Chrome electric fire

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

46” & 50”
Manila, Italica, Pearl Stone  

or White
Standard Lipped, Five Sided  

or Bullnose

50” Model: 22” cutout back panel available for the Chollerton gas fire
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Rosalina
The charming double profile detail is 
delightfully accentuated with the wave arch 
of this surround in Manila micro marble. 
Shown here with a Catalina gas fire in 
Chrome finish with Exclusive trim.

50” Manila micro marble with a Catalina gas fire with Exclusive Chrome trim

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
50” Manila or White Standard Lipped, Five Sided or Bullnose
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Verdena
The Tudor Arch is one of Elgin & Hall’s signature 
features that really set our fireplaces apart from  
the ordinary. 

The arch is sculpted in a smooth, convex profile that 
gives the fireplace a contemporary twist.

54” White micro marble with an Invictor balanced flue gas fire with Exclusive Brushed Steel trim

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

48” & 54” Manila or White Standard Lipped

54” Model: 22” cutout back panel available for the Chollerton gas fire

Manila micro marble detail
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Viena
Although its dimensions are compact enough for 
a garden room, the nicely rounded Viena has the 
stature to make a statement that enhances your 
living space and your quality of living - with or 
without Smartsense lighting. 

48” Manila micro marble with a Desire inset electric stove

AVAILABLE WITH

S
M

A
RTS E N S E  L I G HTIN

G

This surround is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

48” & 54” Manila or White Standard Lipped

54” Model: 22” cutout back panel available for the Chollerton gas fire

Desire inset electric stove

NEW
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how true to life can 
a fireplace be?

ELECTRIC FIREPLACE CONTENTS

For technical details and finish options - see page 50 - 51

PERSONAL

LATEST LED TECHNOLOGY

The flame-effect-only setting gives you the impression of smouldering coal and flickering flames with a choice 
of three levels. The latest LED technology produces a play of red, orange and yellow tones with hints of blue 
that is both realistic and cost-effective. You could run the flame-effect-only setting five hours a day, seven 
days a week for less than £3 per year.*

*assuming 5hrs/7days per week usage. NPower standard electricity tariff for NE32 3BE, 01.03.2015

In terms of convenience, our electric fireplaces are all the same: they can be installed against any wall in any 
room. But in terms of looks, they are as beautifully different as the decor and furniture which you seek to 
match - as individual as you are.

Some styles echo favourite eras of domestic design including Arts and Crafts and Art Deco. Others are 
tailored to life today – clean in looks, but relaxed in attitude. So when it comes to complementing your 
lifestyle, you have all the scope you could ask for.

In output, the 2kW performance provides instant heat when you arrive home, supplements central heating or 
allows you to heat just one room when the weather is just on the cool side. In materials you have the choice 
of micro marble or the rich tone and texture of wood.

Electric Fireplaces

Vittoria 26
Mariella 27
Lorento 28 - 29
Amorina 30 - 31
Wellsford 32 
Bracken  33
Arletta 34
Heywood 35

Cotsmore 36
Lindwell 37
Susannah 38
Berkley 39
Farnham 40 - 41
Newham 42
Roesia 43

Inset electric fire 44
Inset electric stoves 45
Inset gas fires 46 - 49
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Prepare to banish any preconceptions about electric fires. Our specialists have succeeded 
in recreating the vibrancy of a wood fire at its glowing peak, where the logs are translucent 
with heat. Flames flicker and sparks fall into the glimmering bed of ash. The inner secret is 
LED technology – for extra-long life and the lowest energy consumption. There appears to 
be a residual glow even with the power off.

This amazing transformation can be fitted in half a day at the most. Because it’s electric – 
and only electric - no chimney or recess is required. A marble fireplace requires the skill of a 
professional installer. 

Then it’s just a question of plug in… and let the magic begin.

ENTRANCING EFFICIENCY

RE

MOTE CONTROL

OPERATED

Our range of electric fireplaces gives 
you the scope you need to find exactly 
the one to suit the feel of your room:  
micro marble, natural timber, or 
timber with a choice of soft-toned 
painted finishes.

Solid micro-marble gives 
a reassuring sense of 
authenticity to an easy-to-fit 
electric fireplace, as though 
it’s always been there to grace 
your room. Choose between 
two of our favourite colours 
for enduring satisfaction.

A fireplace to harmonise beautifully with your room’s decorative 
style - we make it easy with a range of subtly coloured painted 
finishes. Certain models have the extra dramatic touch of a 
mantel shelf or beam in a timber finish, some in Natural Oak, 
some in Country Oak. 

ELECTRIC FIREPLACE COLOUR OPTIONS

MARBLE OPTIONS

TIMBER OPTIONS

Please note: colour options will vary for each fireplace.

FLAT WALL CONVENIENCE

There’s no need for a chimney or flue with our stunning range of electric fireplaces, they 
can be simply installed against any flat wall in your room of choice with the minimum of 
fuss – total convenience from Elgin & Hall.

White  
micro marble

Manila 
micro marble

Natural Oak

Country Oak

Linen GreyAlmond Stone

Pearlescent 
Cashmere

Ivory

Soft White Stone

PA
IN

TE
D

 F
IN

IS
H

ES

V
EN

EE
R 

FI
N

IS
H

ES
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Vittoria
Who would have thought something so simple could make a 

complete difference to life at home! The lustrous micro marble frames 
a widescreen fire for instant effect and lasting enjoyment.

RE
MOTE CONTROL

OPERATED

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
44” Manila or White Bevelled Slim or Bevelled Deep 44” electric fireplace in White micro marble with bevelled slim hearth
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50” electric fireplace in Manila micro marble

Mariella
A marriage of class, and convenience, that’s the 
beauty of this new-to-the-range electric fireplace: 
class from the solid quality of micro marble 
and the clever, double shelf and fluted inner 
framing; convenience from fit-and-go design with 
integrated, glass fronted electric fire commanding a 
view of the glowing log-effect fire bed. The slimline 
hearth adds to Mariella’s fit-anywhere credentials.

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

50” Manila or White Standard Lipped

NEW
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This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
47” Manila or White Bevelled Slim or Bevelled Deep

Lorento
This top-end electric fireplace is a best seller - clever, unassuming and adaptable. 
You could hardly imagine any room where it wouldn’t look comfortably at home. 

The details are delightful – stepped mantel top and a surround bevelled on its 
inner edges to emphasise the big bold fire.
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RE
MOTE CONTROL

OPERATED

47” electric fireplace in Manila micro marble with bevelled slim hearth
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Amorina
This tall, wide and handsome fireplace has the classic credentials of curved 
detailing around the inward-stepping surround and beneath the mantel shelf. 
But be aware – it has a dual personality. In distinguished Almond Stone  
or Linen Grey finish, it lends itself to interiors with a modern tendency.  
In enduring micro-marble it acquires a quite different presence.

50” electric fireplace in Almond Stone finish

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
50” Almond Stone or Linen Grey finish Standard Lipped
50” Manila or White micro marble Standard Lipped

50” electric fireplace in Linen Grey finish

NEW
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50” electric fireplace in White micro marble

NEW
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Wellsford
Would you love to add a little extra lustre to your life? Then come home to this 

stunning new fireplace with a unique pearlescent finished surround. The effect is 
subtle but sensational. It frames a widescreen fire with an anthracite finished back 

panel whose bevelled frame leads the eye inwards to the glowing log bed. 

RE

MOTE CONTROL

OPERATED

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
52” Soft White or Pearlescent Cashmere finish Bevelled Slim

NEW

52” electric fireplace in Pearlescent Cashmere finish
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46” electric fireplace in Ivory / Anthracite finish complete with mantel top in Country Oak finish

Bracken
As country in style as its name, Bracken enlivens 
any wall with a series of agreeable contrasts – the 
Anthracite finish of the hearth, supporting a choice 
of painted surrounds, topped by the generous beam 
in Country Oak finish. 

This is our first electric fireplace to feature the 
likeness of a wood burning stove.

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

46” Ivory or Stone finish Bullnose
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Arletta
Whether your style is traditional or contemporary, 
the choice of fireplace has to be electric - in the 
foursquare shape of the new Arletta. The picture 
frame slopes inwards to showcase the new 
expansive fire with its feeling of greater depth.

48” electric fireplace  
in Stone finish with Country Oak top

RE

MOTE CONTROL

OPERATED

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

48” Ivory or Stone finish Bevelled Slim
48” electric fireplace in Ivory finish
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Heywood
RE

MOTE CONTROL

OPERATED

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
46” Ivory or Stone finish Bevelled Slim

The distinctively modern Heywood – the 
chunky landscape configuration provides 
the platform for a lively widescreen 
performance from the fire. Ivory finish to 
give harmony with the wall colour and a 
bold beam directly beneath the fire.

46” electric fireplace in Ivory finish with Country Oak beam
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Cotsmore
Here is Elgin & Hall’s design flair refined to its 
ultimate simplicity. Furnish and decorate your room 
how you will; the Cotsmore will work perfectly in 
agreement. The disciplined proportions serve to 
dramatise the spontaneous effect radiated by the 
log fire.

46” electric fireplace in Manila micro marble with Chrome 3-bar fret and trim

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

46” Manila Standard Lipped

Shown with Anthracite trim
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Lindwell
Here’s a new addition to the Elgin & Hall electric fireplace collection that’s sure to attract a 
second glance. A pearlescent finish gives off a slight shimmer which accords with the flickering 
glow from the realistic log bed. Or for an ultra-contemporary take, choose Soft White to 
contrast with the Anthracite finish back panel with its classy Chrome trim as shown above.

NEW

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
52” Soft White or Pearlescent Cashmere finish Bevelled Slim52” electric fireplace in Soft White finish
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Manila micro marble

Susannah Electric
This captivating creation owes its individuality to the way the bevelled framework 
of the fire is stepped forwards from the surround to add extra appeal. Generous in 

proportions, heat and light, Susannah will improve your quality of life.

50” electric fireplace in Manila micro marble with bullnose deep hearth

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
50” Manila or White Bullnose Slim or Bullnose Deep

RE

MOTE CONTROL

OPERATED
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47” electric fireplace in Natural Oak finish

Berkley
Elgin & Hall brings you the timber option with this 
handsome design. You’ll be tempted to embrace it 
thanks to the rich texture of the Natural Oak finish 
and the exquisite detail carved into the recessed 
framework around the fire. Longing for that rural 
retreat feel? It’s all yours.

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
47” Natural Oak finish Bullnose

RE
MOTE CONTROL

OPERATED
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48” electric fireplace in Manila micro marble with bevelled slim hearth

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

44” & 48” Manila Bevelled Slim or Bevelled Deep
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Farnham
The angular architecture is given an extra dimension by a window frame shape 
stepping forward from the surround with the fire as a flickering centrepiece. 
Farnham comes in two options – a Manila micro marble version with a choice 
of bevelled slim or bevelled deep hearth and a painted Almond Stone version 
which gives the effect of real micro marble.

48” electric fireplace in Almond Stone finish

This electric fireplace is available in
Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:

44” & 48” Almond Stone finish Standard Lipped
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Newham
This distinctive creation evokes the values of the Arts and Crafts Movement - simplicity and a sense of 

workmanship reflected in touches such as the fine fluting on the upright and broad arch. Give it pride of 
place in your home and see how Elgin & Hall have married century-old elegance with today’s outlook. This electric fireplace is available in

Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
51” Manila Standard Lipped 51” electric fireplace in Manila micro marble
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Roesia Electric
Thanks to the popularity of the Roesia design we’ve made an all-in-one version for ultimate 
convenience. The foursquare geometry is gently offset by the curved edging under the mantel 
and around the widescreen fire itself - reasons why it will immediately make itself at home. This electric fireplace is available in

Size: Colour Options: Hearth Options:
50” Manila or White Bullnose Slim or Bullnose Deep50” electric fireplace in White micro marble with bullnose slim hearth

RE

MOTE CONTROL

OPERATED
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Ember
This Elgin & Hall innovation takes the illusion of a real coal fire to the next and highest ever 
level of realism. The sealed-in fire sits behind a curved glass front allowing extra depth to the 
shimmering embers and dancing array of flame in which the eye can wander. 

The trim is in lustrous Chrome or Black Chrome and the fret - magnetically attached to the 
base of the fire. You can fit the Ember into many different micro marble surrounds, including 
those with the Flat to Wall Fit Option that allows installation against any wall. 

Whichever Elgin & Hall micro marble surround you choose, the centre 
of attraction is the fire itself, inset into the back panel. Whether you 
are replacing a gas or coal fire or installing a natural focus to a room 
with no existing fireplace, going electric allows you to connect with 
clean, instant, efficient and thermostatically controlled heat. 

abiding fascination like a real fire

Inset Electric  
Fires & Stoves

Black / Chrome finish

* Ember fires only

EFFICIENCY
Enjoy the convenience of 100% efficient, instantly 
controllable heat and clean maintenance-free 
living. By itself the LED only effect consumes just 
6 watts of energy. Brilliant!

REMOTE CONTROL OPERATED*
An Elgin & Hall inset fire should be effortless to 
operate. Which is why they come complete with 
a remote control to put different levels of heat, 
light and flame at your fingertips.

BENEFITS

With an electric fire you don’t need to generate 
heat to enjoy its comforting glow. The LED “flame 
effect only” control option, lets you experience it 
any time of the day or year.

Chrome finish
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Ignite Hereford Desire
The door is in heavy duty, real cast iron, giving 
Ignite the authentic look of a genuine multifuel 
stove – the glowing and shimmering coal bed 
adding to the effect. With its squared-off 
proportions it can be installed into an existing 
fireplace or for a flat wall installation use with a 
75mm rebate surround.

In sleek steel with clean lines, bold detailing and 
splayed feet, the Hereford has the power to create 
a cosy centrepiece in any living space. With its 
arched door framing the flickering flames, it can be 
installed within an existing fireplace or for a flat 
wall installation use with a 75mm rebate surround.

Desire is destined for popularity with its Matt Black 
finish steel construction to add character to your 
room. The big curved window allows you to witness 
the welcoming glow any time of year (with the 
“Flame only” option). It can be installed within an 
existing fireplace or for a flat wall installation use 
with a 75mm rebate surround.

Black Chrome finish

NEW
NEW

NEW
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CATALINA

SLIMLINE RADIANT
GAS FIRE

COBALT

CONVECTOR 
DEEPLINE GAS FIRE

RADION

DEEPLINE RADIANT
GAS FIRE

The heated glowing coal bed pulls in air to radiate warmth back into the 
room. Because they are open fronted, these fires give a clear impression 
of a traditional open fire. The output is around 3.5kW so the room is nice 
and warm.

An open fronted fire that sends 
out a hot airstream through 
the canopy to circulate warmth 
throughout the room. 

OPEN FRONTED GAS FIRES

Choose the 
perfect gas fire

Once you’ve selected your new stunning fireplace, 
you may choose to give it a warm glowing heart 
with an Elgin & Hall gas fire.

Settle in front of the hearth and you’ll soon be 
fascinated by the flame picture that dances from 
the glowing, flickering bed of ceramic coals or logs. 
The warmth they radiate is equally welcoming and 
you have an extensive choice of styles and colours 
to choose from.

All our gas fires are controllable and convenient 
to operate with a discreet Smartslide control 
mounted on the top side or a manual control and 
igniter located behind the fret* - flame height and 
heat output is at your control.

If you have any questions about our gas fires your 
Elgin & Hall retailer will be happy to advise.

Smartslide 
Control R Manual 

Control R Smartslide 
Control R Manual 

Control R Smartslide 
Control R Manual 

Control R

The first thing to decide is whether you prefer 
an open fire with living flames and welcoming 
glow or the lower costs delivered by the greater 
efficiency of glass fronted technology. 

Step  - FIRE
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INDIGO

HIGH EFFICIENCY
MID-DEPTH GAS FIRE

UTOPIA

HIGH EFFICIENCY
DEEPLINE GAS FIRE

CHOLLERTON INVICTOR

HIGH EFFICIENCY
WIDESCREEN GAS FIRE

HIGH EFFICIENCY
BALANCED FLUE GAS FIRE

A panel of ceramic glass across the front of the fire prevents air being drawn in then 
up the flue, so a very high proportion of the fire’s radiant and convected heat is 
concentrated into the room - consuming less fuel to achieve an output better than 
an open fronted fire.

GLASS FRONTED HIGH EFFICIENCY GAS FIRES

what fire is right for my home?
Inset gas fires

Elgin & Hall offer a choice of fire types. Each has 
its advantages in terms of how realistic they look 
when burning, how much heat they output and how 
efficiently they use fuel.

All gas fires require a chimney or flue to conduct 
expended gases to the exterior. To identify which 
type your house has and which model of fire will fit 
(slimline, mid-depth or deepline), check the simple 
descriptions below. Still unsure? Your Elgin & Hall 
retailer will be happy to advise.

BRICK CHIMNEY (CLASS 1)
Easily recognisable from the 
stack above the roofline. With a 
chimney you can install any of 
our gas fires.

PRE-FABRICATED FLUE (CLASS 2)
Identifiable by a metal flue and 
terminal on the roof, this flue 
system is suitable for all our  
gas fires.

* Radion fire suitable when installed with a 75mm rebated surround

Glass fronted high 
efficiency gas fire where 
gases vent directly outside 
- no chimney required

PRE-CAST FLUE 
Recognisable by a ridge vent 
on the roofline, and built from 
concrete or clay blocks usually 
within the wall cavity.

Smartslide 
Control R Smartslide 

Control R Smartslide 
Control R Manual 

Control R

Having identified which type is right for your 
home, choose your preferred design and finish. 
All models are available with Smartslide control. 
Manual control options available on the Catalina, 
Radion and Cobalt gas fires.

Step  - FINISH
Then consider the fit – all models fit brick 
chimneys and pre-fabricated flues and the 
slimline Catalina for pre-cast flues. If a balanced 
flue is more suitable we have the Invictor gas fire.

Step  - FIT

NEW
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EXCLUSIVE TRIM DEVOTION TRIM

The framework of the Exclusive trim has a flat facing and long bevel, sloping down 
to the fire bed. The trim is broad and slightly accented in profile to complement 
the four boldly curving bands of the fret. In Brushed Steel, Brass, Chrome or Black 
finish, the harmony of the trim and fret creates a non-fussy but sympathetic 
note to a stylish interior. A classic in the making.

The distinguishing feature of this range of designs is the Black epoxy coated 
framework bordering either side of the metal trim. This serves to provide a 
dramatic contrast which accentuates the Chrome, Brass, Nickel or Brushed Steel 
finish. The fret curves slightly inwards to add extra interest. At the same time the 
thickness of the black framework makes it stand out subtly from the surround.

BRUSHED STEEL BLACK / CHROME

BRASS BLACK / BRASSCHROME BLACK / CHROMEBLACK / NICKELBLACK

...Select your trim style and finish
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CAST STOVE TRIM

Here’s a new option for a gas fire that opens up exciting possibilities. Instead of 
the trim and fret of a gas fire, you can now choose the fire with a heavy duty cast 
iron trim to give every appearance of a gas stove. It gives your fireplace and room 
a completely different look and feel. It will fit any Elgin & Hall glass fronted, high 
efficiency gas fire including our new Invictor balanced flue fire.

CAST BLACK

Exclusive, Devotion or Cast Stove trim

Gas fire accessories

XTRA CANOPY FOR HIGHER EFFICIENCY

The canopy kit “tunes” the appliance to your flue 
to raise the efficiency by up to 8% on an open 
fronted fire.
Available on Catalina & Radion models only

EASY TO INSTALL SPACER KIT

The spacer kit fits to the rear of the fire to reduce 
the depth by 25mm. It is ideal for use with  
pre-cast flues.

HANDLE OPTIONS

An easy grip attachment allows people with 
restricted movement to control the ignition & 
heat. Matching colour handles are available in 
Brass & Chrome.

Black handle supplied as standard | Available for all Smartslide fires
Easy grip handle not suitable for Chollerton gas fire

NEW
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Finishes and Dimensions
MARBLE
Model Mantel Size (A) B C Rebate Mantel Depth Hearth Depth Hearth Option Finishes
Aurelia 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 45, 75 or 150mm* 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Aurelia (with lights) 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Aurelia 1320mm (52”) 1110mm 1320mm 45, 75 or 150mm* 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Aurelia (with lights) 1320mm (52”) 1110mm 1320mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Elissa 1270mm (50”) 1155mm 1270mm 45, 75 or 150mm* 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Elissa (with lights) 1270mm (50”) 1155mm 1270mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Eternia - Inglenook 1370mm (54”) 1243mm 1370mm N/A 220mm 400mm** SL A D
Eternia 1370mm (54”) 1243mm 1370mm 55mm 220mm 400mm SL A D
Eternia (with lights) 1370mm (54”) 1243mm 1370mm 55mm 220mm 400mm SL A D
Felicia 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 25mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A D
Felicia (with lights) 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 25mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A D
Harriet 1320mm (52”) 1125mm 1320mm 25mm 175mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Harriet (with lights) 1320mm (52”) 1125mm 1320mm 25mm 175mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Milena 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 25mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A D
Milena (with lights) 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 25mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A D
Odella - Inglenook 1370mm (54”) 1235mm 1370mm N/A 220mm 400mm** SL A D E
Odella 1370mm (54”) 1235mm 1370mm 55mm 220mm 400mm SL A D E
Odella (with lights) 1370mm (54”) 1235mm 1370mm 55mm 220mm 400mm SL A D E
Roesia 1120mm (44”) 1085mm 1120mm 45, 75 or 150mm* 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Roesia (with lights) 1120mm (44”) 1085mm 1120mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Roesia 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 45, 75 or 150mm* 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Roesia (with lights) 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Rosalina 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 25mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A D
Rosalina (with lights) 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 25mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A D
Siena 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 45, 75 or 150mm* 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Siena (with lights) 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Siena 1320mm (52”) 1110mm 1320mm 45, 75 or 150mm* 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Siena (with lights) 1320mm (52”) 1110mm 1320mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Sophia 1170mm (46”) 1085mm 1170mm 45, 75 or 150mm* 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Sophia (with lights) 1170mm (46”) 1085mm 1170mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Sophia 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 45, 75 or 150mm* 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Sophia (with lights) 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A B C D
Susannah 1270mm (50”) 1065mm 1270mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A D
Susannah (with lights) 1270mm (50”) 1065mm 1270mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A D
Verdena 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL A D
Verdena (with lights) 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL A D
Verdena 1370mm (54”) 1110mm 1370mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL A D
Verdena (with lights) 1370mm (54”) 1110mm 1370mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL A D
Viena 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL A D
Viena (with lights) 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL A D
Viena 1370mm (54”) 1110mm 1370mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL A D
Viena (with lights) 1370mm (54”) 1110mm 1370mm 45 or 75mm 190mm 400mm SL A D
Vitalia 1320mm (52”) 1040mm 1320mm 45 or 75mm 210mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A D E
Vitalia (with lights) 1320mm (52”) 1040mm 1320mm 45 or 75mm 210mm 400mm SL, FS, BN A D E

HEARTH OPTIONS

A

C

B

* Marble surrounds with a 150mm rebate have a mantel depth of 225mm
** Eternia and Odella inglenook have a rear hearth size of 457mm x 1015mm.

A Slim Hearth is 240mm deep 
A Deep Hearth is 400mm deep
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INSET ELECTRIC FIRES
Model Width Height Depth Finish
Ember 510mm (16”) 612mm 175mm Black Chrome
Ember 510mm (16”) 612mm 175mm Chrome

INSET ELECTRIC STOVES
Model Width Height Depth Inset Depth Finish
Desire 486mm 587mm 161mm 69mm Matt Black
Ignite 486mm 587mm 161mm 69mm Matt Black
Hereford 461mm 587mm 154mm 69mm Matt Black

INSET GAS STOVES
Model Width Height Depth Inset Width Inset Height
Catalina - Slimline Radiant 510mm 610mm 123mm 352mm 553mm
Radion - Deepline Radiant 510mm 610mm 173mm 403mm 553mm
Cobalt - Convector Deepline 510mm 610mm 198mm 403mm 553mm
Indigo - High Efficiency Mid-Depth 510mm 610mm 128mm 403mm 553mm
Utopia - High Efficiency Deepline 510mm 610mm 198mm 403mm 553mm
Chollerton - High Efficiency Widescreen 611mm 611mm 124mm 396mm 556mm
Invictor - Balanced flue 410mm 570mm 186mm 403mm 553mm

ELECTRIC FIREPLACES
Model Mantel Size (A) B C Mantel Depth Hearth Depth Hearth Option Finishes
Amorina 1270mm (50”) 1016mm 1270mm 261mm 300mm Standard Lipped D GA J

Arletta* 1210mm (48”) 1072mm 1210mm 232mm 240mm Bevelled Slim IH
Berkley 1195mm (47”) 1053mm 1195mm 230mm 330mm Bullnose Slim F

Bracken 1170mm (46”) 990mm 1170mm 225mm 380mm Bullnose Deep IH
Cotsmore** 1170mm (46”) 970mm 1170mm 220mm 400mm Standard Lipped A
Farnham (Marble) 1120mm (44”) 930mm 1120mm 185mm 240mm or 400mm Bevelled Slim or Bevelled Deep A
Farnham (Marble) 1220mm (48”) 965mm 1220mm 185mm 240mm or 400mm Bevelled Slim or Bevelled Deep A
Farnham (Almond Stone) 1120mm (44”) 930mm 1120mm 186mm 300mm Standard Lipped G
Farnham (Almond Stone) 1210mm (48”) 965mm 1210mm 186mm 300mm Standard Lipped G
Heywood 1180mm (46”) 962mm 1280mm 187mm 240mm Bevelled Slim IH
Lindwell 1320mm (52”) 860mm 1320mm 225mm 300mm Bevelled Slim K L

Lorento 1194mm (47”) 1084mm 1220mm 238mm 240mm or 400mm Bevelled Slim or Bevelled Deep A D
Mariella 1270mm (50”) 1083mm 1270mm 210mm 400mm Standard Lipped A D
Newham 1296mm (51”) 1025mm 1296mm 215mm 400mm Standard Lipped A
Roesia Electric 1270mm (50”) 1074mm 1270mm 225mm 240mm or 400mm Bullnose Slim or Bullnose Deep A D
Susannah Electric 1270mm (50”) 1065mm 1270mm 225mm 400mm Bullnose Slim or Bullnose Deep A D
Vittoria 1120mm (44”) 1005mm 1120mm 225mm 240mm or 400mm Bevelled Slim or Bevelled Deep A D
Wellsford 1320mm (52”) 870mm 1320mm 225mm 300mm Bevelled Slim K L

* The Arletta model is also available with a Country Oak top | ** The Cotsmore models are available with a Black or Chrome fire trim
TIMBER &  

PAINTED FINISHES

Natural OakF Almond StoneG

Pearlescent 
Cashmere

K

Soft WhiteL

Finishes
MARBLE FINISHES

GreyE

WhiteDPearl StoneC

ManilaA ItalicaB

IvoryH StoneI

Linen GreyJ
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Now that you’ve browsed through the latest Elgin & Hall collection, turn back and take a 
close look to see which favourites begin to stand out. Some lean towards the contemporary 
interior, others have a traditional appeal, most are beautifully adaptable anyway.

Then comes the exciting part. Visit your approved retailer for Elgin & Hall. Don’t just admire 
the sight of these British designed and manufactured fireplaces; touch them, stroke the 
marble, follow the timber grain with your finger tips.

If you like, bring paint charts, fabric samples or photos of your room to match with the 
surrounds. If you need advice, you can trust the experience of our independent retailers.

Be Modern Ltd | 19/34 Bedesway | Bede Industrial Estate | Jarrow | Tyne and Wear | NE32 3BE

Telephone: 0191 430 9434 | Fax: 0191 580 5005 | Email: enquiries@elginandhall.co.uk

For further information on the Elgin & Hall range contact:

follow us on twitterfind us on facebook

Your approved Elgin & Hall retailer is:

Feeling is believing

Be Modern Group hold design copyright and registration of design for its product ranges. Be Modern Group are continually striving to improve and 
develop their range of products. It is important, therefore, to check details before ordering as sizes and specifications may change without prior 
notice. Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy and colour, it is not always possible to obtain perfect reproduction because of the materials and 
printing processes used and you may find that shades, natural grain markings and marble colouring are not consistent. © Be Modern Group Oct 2016
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